
Hale’s Portable fire pump: PowerFlow 17/10 & 12/10 

Big on performance, small in size 

 

Hale is a leading independent manufacturer of fire pumps passionate about producing high quality 

pump solutions for the firefighting industry with innovation at its core. 

The PowerFlow 17/10 and PowerFlow 12/10 are the latest tribute to their high quality product 

range: they have been designed to deliver an unrivalled power to weight ratio. On average 30% 

smaller in cubic volume than leading comparable products, the 12/10 and 17/10 are small enough to 

stow easily in a side locker such as the T2 (situated on the side between the tyres). The reduced size 

provides the capacity and flexibility to take more safety equipment to the fire scene, but being 

stored in this locker, means that no hydraulic lift is needed to move the pump. This pump saves 

money and space while helping firefighters saving lives with an outstanding performance. 

Rated at 1700 l/min at 10 Bar, and capable of flowing up to 2450 l/min, the 17/10 uses the highly 

efficient, but lightweight, Textron MPE 850 engine to provide 56kW of power. Standard user friendly 

features are 2 wheels for short distance manoeuvring, fast exhaust gas priming, twin discharge 

valves, electric start and manual start as a failsafe, a strong robust powder coated frame, and highly 

accessible controls and instruments including fuel level gauge, hours run counter, ignition/battery 

charge warning light, engine oil and coolant warning lights, pump compound gauge and delivery 

gauge.  

Taking pride in listening to their customers and putting them at the heart of what they do, the 

improved PowerFlow pump now features  an integrated sealed control panel unit featuring inbuilt 

LED lights and improved engine condition indicators. The battery is now covered for additional 

protection; however the biggest improvement is the quieter exhaust system. 

Optional features are a wheel assembly that makes it as easily manoeuvrable as a wheelbarrow, 

detachable floodlight, and a separate remote 20 litre fuel tank that allows safe continuous refuelling 

while the pump is in use. The water cooled engine is electronically controlled to give the optimum 

performance and will run for an hour at the rated performance on one tank of fuel. The Powerflow 

12/10 shares the same engine/pump configuration as the 17/10 and offers 1200 l/min at 10 bar 

performance.   

Both pumps fully conform to the latest standards – EN1028, EN14466, CE and DIN safety standards 

and are ideal for a range of applications – frontline firefighting, relay pumping or de-flooding 

operations. Find out more at www.halepowerflow.com or on the RETTMobil show on stand F63. 

http://www.halepowerflow.com/

